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Introduction

How to use the Education Kit
Extending early childhood and primary students visits to Hybrid
Greening back to
the classroom
Experimenting with materials and processes: Encourage children to
explore some of the
diverse materials that artists have used for Hybrid Greening to to create
their own artworks
Understanding and caring: Explore some of the stories, issues and
linkages to regeneration and transformation of self, community, and
environment from Hybrid Greening
Investigating the natural world, community spaces and our
surroundings. Extend ideas in the exhibition that relate to sharing
spaces, regenerating ecosystems and creating new ecosystems
Physical learning and communicating: Integrate movement, vocals
and visual art to create performances.

Curriculum sources:
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10curriculum/
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10curriculum/the-arts/visual-arts/example-of-knowledgeand-skills/
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/p_10/ac_lea
rning_area_overviews_arts.pdf

About the exhibition
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Hybrid Greening is a creative development and
presentation project, bringing together the visual
arts practices of Veronika Zeil and Nanette
Balchin. Through interactive and immersive
artworks of sculptural installations, moving image
pieces and soundscapes, the audience is
encouraged to transform, physically and
conceptually, into nature-culture hybrids.
The artists have created an interactive,
immersive exhibition space that invites viewers to
participate in an experience of plant-human
interspecies hybridization.
Through these new artworks and resulting
exhibition presentations, the artists put forward
an alternative future, one where people are
part-plant, part-human, where there is a space
for both humans and mother nature to form new
ecologies.
The artworks present concepts of shared
existence and self-awareness. The exhibition aims
to encourage the audience to think about their
position in the world and how they can be
empathetic to one another and other living
beings that co-inhabit the planet.

Artists’ Biographies
For over 30 years, Nanette Balchin has lived in the coastal community of Yeppoon. Renowned for its
beaches, tropical climate, and the islands in the Keppel Bay, Balchin draws conceptional and visual
inspiration from this tropical environment and diverse creative community.
Collaborating with the community and artists informs her practice contributing to its development
through networking exploration to new mediums and techniques. In 2019 Balchin participated in a
professional development opportunity that travelled her to Brisbane, funding by Regional Arts Fund,
Regional Arts Australia. In 3-days she visited and met with the spaces and team-leading artist-run
initiatives in Brisbane. Inspired by the learning, Balchin is now investing in strengthening the conceptual
framework of her practice and consideration of the audience who is witnessing the visual presentation.
This has resulted in her growing in interest exhibition practices and audience engagement.
Nanette believes that art in all its forms has intrinsic value for individuals, community wellbeing, societal
and global harmony and transformation through creating conversations, encouraging response and
action and communicating optimism through active audience engagement.
-------------------------------------------------Veronika Zeil is a visual artist focussing on challenges and major issues in the human-landscape
relationship worldwide. These themes are reflected upon in immersive multimedia installation works,
video and soundscapes, mosaics, paintings, and drawings.
Veronika Zeil grew up in southern Germany immersed in nature and surrounded by artists. Emigrating to
Australia in 1990 she initially studied science (BA Science, Central Queensland University) and
participated in many field studies of native fauna and flora. Together with her husband she operated a
cattle station near Springsure from 1990 until 2006. She worked as graphic designer for and as journalist.
Passionate about art, Veronika has created paintings, drawings and sculptures for most of her life.
Combining her interest in natural history, science and art she has created artworks for public and private
sites illustrating Central Queensland landmarks and stories. Since 2008 Veronika has worked as full-time
artist at her open studio on the family farm near Rockhampton. She has completed a MA Visual Arts at
Monash University in 2013 and a Diploma of Arts in 2004.
Veronika’s work aims to compel the audience to engage in an active dialogue about regeneration of self,
community and environment and creating new ecologies. Key ideas of her work are transformation,
regeneration and the crossover between art, science and technology. Her artworks aim to open a new
perspective of communication with other living beings based on respect and realization of the beauty of
being part of something bigger than ourselves.
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‘Hybrid

Greening’ is an opportunity to collaborate and to expand our art practice through cross
over between our traditional art practice in fibre art and mosaic with technology and science.
We worked with a mathematician and Frango Studios to create an AR station where people can
morph into a plant, collaborated with friends and professional photographers to create a video
and sound piece and applied ourselves to our traditional media to create installation pieces
that inspire a new perspective on shared experience and space , transformation and
regeneration.
To enable maximum reach of audiences the artists have created a micro-website
www.hybridgreening.art
hosting an introduction and curatorial talk about “Hybrid Greening”, the education kit, and
resources and links for further research.

The recycled materials for mosaic and fibre art works, are collected waste repurposed from
organisations and local community, often portraying and mapping contemporary and
consumerist culture. These materials are cleaned, sorted and stored for large installation projects
and smaller artworks. Both artists experiment with material, patterns, colour and texture of the
recycled materials . Concept and research guide the process of assemblage.

“We have a deep affection for the environment and are concerned about the impact that
waste has upon our land and oceans. Humans exist in such phenomenal numbers on our
planet, and we are the only creatures that make inorganic waste in such huge volumes.

Artist Statement

By reviewing and transforming this waste we are creating art works which reflect on new
ecologies. Potentially these new hybrid spaces could improve organic regeneration.

Our aim is to show viewers that we can all make a difference. We can
regenerate our spaces and environments through art, plants and simple
improvements to help other living beings finding homes, We can also
create solutions to regeneration of our planet using engineering, science
and technology to regenerate spaces for multispecies cohabitation.”
Veronika Zeil

KEY THEMES FOR RESEARCH

Contemporary art

Installation

Materials

Colour

Environmental art

Green Engineering

Sculpture

Textures

Performance art

Contexts – self,
community, environment

Neo Romanticism and
Landscape

Bricolage (French origin,
improvisation and
tinkering with a
construction made of
whatever materials are
at hand or available)

Arte Povera (Italian origin
developed in the 1960s,
using everyday
materials)

Regenerating

Biophilic Design and
Planning

Rewilding
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Video and Soundscape

Ecology

Computer Software

Land art
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Examples of inspiring personalities for the project:
Friedensreich Hundertwasser, artist and architect
Olafur Eliasson, artist and special researcher
Andy Goldsworthy, UK land artist
Chris Drury, UK land artist
Fiona Hall, Australian sculptor/photographer
Richard Long, UK land artist
Robert Smithson, land art
Edward O. Wilson and Ernst Haeckel, Biologist, Ecologist
Oliver Heath, designer/architect

Perspectives and Key Questions
Context
How do social, cultural and historical forces influence an artist’s
approach to a theme or idea?
How does this artwork relate to my community?
What thematic or conceptual ideas are expressed in the
artwork?
How are thematic or conceptual ideas expressed in the
artwork?
Knowledge
How did the artist manipulate materials, processes and
techniques to enhance meaning and intention?
What similar applications of visual conventions are consistent
with the theme or concept in other artworks?
What explicit and implied meanings are communicated from
the symbols and codes within the artwork?
Evaluations and judgments
How does the artist express their viewpoint through the artwork?
How does the artist affect the audience’s interpretation of the
artwork?
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Context
How would different audiences from rural communities to
regional towns and cities respond to this artwork?
How is the representation of ideas and subject matter in
the artwork a reflection of the artist’s viewpoint?

Knowledge
How does the artist’s choice of materials, processes and
techniques enhance representation of conceptual ideas?
How does an artist’s practice and personal style reflect
their viewpoint and intentions?
How does the artwork employ physical, psychological,
sensory and intuitive devices to engage the intended
audience?

Evaluations and judgements
How do conceptual ideas and viewpoints compare
between contemporary and past representations?
What philosophical, ideological and/or political
perspectives evident in the artwork affect the audience’s
interpretation of it?
What is the value of artistic influence on personal style,
perspective and creative and intellectual reflection?
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ARTWORK IN PROFILE: Hybrid Forest
Hybrid Forest is about transformation of rubbish, marine debris and
constructed fibre art objects forming a new ecology.
Can you imagine this artificial ecosystem supporting organic life? Would
plants or animals find a new home? Is it possible to engineer new
environments where the original ecosystems have disappeared?
Would this help preserve species?
Define regeneration, rewilding, biophilia, ecology
Look closely at the artwork and describe some of the materials used
What is recycled? What is created? How are the materials attached and
fused together? Describe the colors and textures and origins of the
materials. Why has the artist chosen different greens for each forest?
How do you think the artist was able to construct each art installation in
each doorway?
What was her joining technique?
What does a doorway symbolize?
What will our rubbish tell tomorrow’s archaeologists about our
contemporary culture?
What is the mood or feel of the forest?
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Create
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Make a paper mosaic collage
Make a forest from paper mosaic collage by using art pages, magazine pages, and any other unusual collage
materials. Consider “green is me and green is beautiful” as one intent of your work.
Draw a place where plants animals and people live together
Design a house where people share their place with plants
Use recycled materials to make a sculpture that is part human, part plant
Use recycled materials to make a plant or flowers from flotsam or cloth
Create artwork to the themes: Forest – Rewilding - Recycling
Is there a tree or natural space near you that you wish to write a message to? Write something from your heart to
express gratitude to the tree. Place your message somewhere special in the gallery space

Art Work in Profile- Green Therapy Room
The Green Therapy Room Installation has been created from recycling furniture items and mosaicking them
with recycled crockery and glass, creating a light from a recycled washing machine drum, placing it on
Astroturf and adding contemplative circular wall mosaic plaques.
This exhibit is a slightly nonsensical therapy room – envisaging a therapy couch and a therapist’s chair with a
green light and circular art pieces for extra calming effect.
What does “Green Therapy” (the installation) aim to achieve in your opinion?
How does the color “green“ make you feel?
What does the color green symbolize for you?
What effect does ‘bathing in green’ have on you?
How can you contribute to greener living? What things can you do in your everyday life to regenerate
-self,
-family,
-garden,
-community and
-place you live in?
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Discuss
Do you recognize the original types of plates, cups
and saucers recycled and cut up for the mosaic?
Do you recognize where the glass is recycled from
(louvre windows)
List the techniques used to make these artworks?
Examples: breaking, cutting, glueing, cement
pigments, welding, assembling
These artworks look monochromatic and rhythmic –
what does the repetition, alignment and rhythm
signify?
Why is it monochromatic and what makes the
artwork interesting?
What does the artwork imply?
Can transformation of material and purpose change
the way we perceive a space and its purpose?
Can you think of how to transform spaces and
places?
What benefits could that have for you, the
community or other living beings?
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Create
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Activity for the classroom:
Create a space in your classroom/school which makes you feel
regenerated, e.g. a green chair, a green light, pot plants; a beautiful
space where you feel happy to socialize and learn
Consider techniques to create a mosaic from a range of materials
Plan to rewild some of the school grounds: e.g.
-planting native trees and shrubs
-putting up nest boxes for wildlife
-create an insect home from a range of materials
-installing a native bee-hive

Art Work In Profile
Green Transformation
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This video and soundscape is created to inspire
viewers to participate in simple movement and
vocal exercises while watching the video or by
experimenting with humming and simple yoga
exercises in their own time and place.
The work is a sequence of performance stills which
symbolise our ability to adapt and transform
morphing into a different facet of self and
emphasising with our surroundings from this new
perspective.
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Discuss
How does art play with abstract concepts from the “real world”?
Visual art encompasses a large number of media – new and
traditional – list the media encountered in this exhibition
What are tonal vibrations?
Does humming make you feel good and why?
Do you like movement and stretching and how does this physical
activity make you feel?
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Art Work in Profile – Plant Morphing - Fractals
The aim is to display the possibility of transforming yourself – through repeated patterning. Reflect on how one single thing or
action repeated could have an enormous impact among many.
A fractal is a shape in nature that is repeated, like the triangle in a fern leaf that starts little and gets bigger, but then the overall
shape still remains triangular.
Discuss
A fractal is a shape in nature that repeats itself. Name some fractals.
Examples: A floret in a cauliflower broken down is the same shape as the whole shape. Natural phenomena with fractal features
include: river networks, pineapples, heart rates, DNA and the rings of Saturn.
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A fractal is a shape in nature that repeats itself.
What are some other mathematical patterns
found in nature?
Examples: Spirals, waves, tessellations, hexagons
in a beehive, helix or helices (spider webs,
genetic materials, black holes).
What are some other mathematical patterns
found in art?
Examples: The rule of thirds, symmetry, balance,
pixels, repetition, composition, architecture,
wallpaper, mandalas.
Where can you find fractals and patterns in
artworks in the exhibition?

Create
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Follow these simple steps to create your own fractal
artwork:
Choose a simple shape (like a circle or triangle).
Draw this shape repetitively, only changing its size,
and making sure the shapes overlap.
Add color to enhance your drawing and represent
ideas about your artistic intention.
Design your own digital fractal pattern on the
computer. Print and present your finished artwork. To
help you, read the tutorial:
https://design.tutsplus.com/tutorials/how-to-simulatefractals-in-photoshop--psd-340
or create your fractal art by cutting out lots of
colored shapes in different sizes and collaging them
onto a piece of paper.

Art Work in Profile Hybrid Texture
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Hybrid Texture creates a hybrid “landscape” made up of an artist’s
interpretation of actual textures discovered in nature. The landscape is
“built” through layering and arrangement of print plates, collage, fabric
collage and momogami (paper scrunched until it becomes like soft cloth}
works that focus on textural surfaces that encourage curiosity and closeup observation of the artworks. It’s a hybrid landscape that is a few steps
away; through the artist’s hand, from nature.
Discuss and explore printmaking materials and methods used by artists.
What is a “collography” and what materials can be used to recreate
nature. What does the term collage mean?
Why do you think the artist has constructed the artwork in “relief” or partly
3 dimensional rather than leaving it as a flat collage of materials?
Discuss other art techniques in painting or sculpture that create very
textural surfaces.

Create:
Through use of drawing materials create a drawing that
looks like texture. Do this by repeating patterns and lines
over and over in many layers of colour and marks. Think
of fur, skin, bark, bricks, wood, hair or other natural
textures around you.
Create a set of rubbings from the natural objects or print
plates in the box
Take pieces of magazine paper, tear it into a leaf shape
and scrunch it over and over in your hands to create a
paper leaf. Does it now feel like cloth? Build this up into
a plant. Give your plant a name.
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Art Work in Profile-Wunderkammer
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Wunderkammer transforms simple objects and plants into the realm of art. Scientific specimens
and art combine as one. Natural objects are observed through a curious and nostalgic looking
glass. The textile leaves and cloth become as one with natural objects.
The term Wunderkammer translates as “wonders or miracles of the world,” and is frequently
known as a “cabinet of curiosities”. Through displaying this collection of natural objects, flotsam,
hybrid leaves, and other assorted curios, the viewer in a strange way pays reverence to nature
and interacts with it.
Discuss:
We think of nature as full of beautiful places, plants and animals and happy
experiences. How does “Wunderkammer” help you to understand and appreciate
nature?
“Wunderkammer” presents simple objects as both art and curiosity. Does placing
objects on display in an art exhibition or in a museum make them into art? Why or why
not?
People across time have always been intrigued by curious, ancient or mysterious
objects. Think about archeologists, Egyptian treasures, old Roman coins, or pieces of
space junk or ocean flotsam in contemporary times. Discuss what might be considered
part of a “wunderkammer” collection in the 2020’s.
What does hybrid mean? Find examples of Hybrid art in Australia. Look at the work of
Tom Moore and Patricia Piccinini and their use of mechanical and strange human plant
forms to create hybrid “beings”. Look at Shaun Tan’s books and his childlike but hybrid
creatures and how they seem quite ‘normal’ and to belong in our cities.

Think about
Which is your favourite piece of “Wunderkammer” in the collection? Why?
Is it a hybrid object or a “real” piece of nature?
What is nature to you? Exciting? Dangerous? Safe? Beautiful? A place you
love to be? Stop and think quietly for a few moments. Describe in a few
sentences what nature means to you. How does it make you feel?
Visualise a favourite place in nature and describe in your mind the feel,
colors, smells and flora and fauna around you. Describe this place to a
friend or classmate.
What objects from nature would you put in your “wunderkammer”
collection? Think of things that are special or curious or make you feel
good. What would you include as a small special object in your collection?
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Art Work in Profile- Entanglement
Entanglement captures the spirit of a forest; to experience a moment in time and a sense of an ancient
but familiar place. The forest is a visual surface created through complex fabric collage, with threads, lace,
stitch, rich fabrics, manipulated by machine stitching and even burning the collaged cloth. It invites
interaction and arouses a desire to touch and explore, to see the beauty in the smallest things. The velvets
and complex layered surfaces invite an emotive response – How does this forest make me feel? The
viewer can deeply sense the forest: its smells, textures, plant forms and detritus. We encounter the forest
and co-exist with nature.
I want to create a forest that is ‘experienced’. It’s about exploring closely surfaces and to appreciate nature,
its diversity complexity and beauty.
Nanette Balchin

Discuss
Discuss how and why fiber or textile artists use materials to encourage interaction
with the art-work.
Artists often create art works that are in a pair called a “diptych”; in threes called
a “triptych” (like “Hybrid forest”) or in a series or collection like the
“Wunderkammer” work. Discuss why the artist created a diptych for
“Entanglement”. How does it make the work more interesting and or meaningful?
Discuss other artists who create diptychs or work in a series.
Discuss an installation or artwork where touch is the primary sense that is
experienced.
Discuss the concept of “Forest bathing” or “shinrin-yoku”. Which artworks in the
exhibition invite the audience to “feel immersed in nature” and how do they
achieve this?
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Activity
Observe the colors and textures in the two
“Entanglement” art works. What textile materials
can you find in the works? Can you find where the
artist has burned the fabrics?
Draw an “entangled forest” of your own
imagination. Use colors, textures and patterns to
create your forest. Try drawing with a continuous
line like a complicated scribble created with more
than one colour.
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Work Sheets
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Critique and Curiosity - How to analyze an artwork -all ages
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Look – what is it
medium material texture color format – describe the object

See – what does it mean
interprete –symbolism-break down icons in the image

Think- broader context – history, culture, art
what happened at the time place where work was created? Who
connections

where when ,

Feel – connect emotionally
what is it saying to you, how does it make you feel- visual impact- would you own itwould you like to see more similar work

Prep, Year 1 and Year2
Mindfulness- draw or note what you can see, hear, taste, smell and touch

-when you are in the gallery
-when you are in a forest
-when you are at the beach
-when you are in the park
-when you are in the city
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What are living things – what are non-living
things – draw
Where do animals like to hide and nest?
Draw examples and describe
What colours can you see in the artworks?
What materials can you see in the artworks?

Year 3-6
Share observations and conversations with students looking for their abilities to
match native animals and plants with appropriate habitats. Create, paint or draw
examples
Look at design process.
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Year 7/8
Maths
Identify the
shapes used
in cutting the
pieces for a
mosaic;
Establish the
formulas for
areas of
rectangles,
triangles and
parallelograms

How do the
above
questions
relate to
each space
below?
Gallery
City
Farm
National
Park
Home
School

Science

Art

living things may be
competitive or mutually
beneficial

consider the concepts behind the
artworks in hybrid greening:

describe and list
adaptations of living
things

list the threatened
species of our region
and what we could do
to improve their
chance of survival

how could sharing space,
transformation of self and renewed
empathy for other living beings
influence our
society, ethics, economic,
environmental and social
interactions
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Discuss what things we need to do to make sure
our plants grow (water, sun, soil etc).
Look closely at the different parts of a plant. As a
class, draw up a diagram showing the life cycle of
a plant
With that in mind can you rewild a part of your
home or school grounds, plant or place potted
plants and create a place where you can enjoy
nature; where plants and animals can move in
and share the space with you?
Can you create a joint insect home?
Can you place nest boxes in trees?
Can you plant a native garden?
Would this be an art installation or a science
project or both – give reasons.

Maths
Identify the
shapes used
in cutting the
pieces for a
mosaic;

Year9/10

Establish the
formulas for
areas of
rectangles,
triangles and
parallelograms

How do the
above
questions
relate to
each space
below?
Gallery
City
Farm
National
Park
Home
School

Science

Art

living things may be
competitive or mutually
beneficial

consider the concepts behind the
artworks in hybrid greening:

describe and list
adaptations of living
things

list the threatened
species of our region
and what we could do
to improve their
chance of survival

how could sharing space,
transformation of self and renewed
empathy for other living beings
influence our
society, ethics, economic,
environmental and social
interactions
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Describe and draw
mathematical patterns
found in art
Play the Chaos Game
http://www.shodor.com/int
eractivate/lessons/FractalsA
ndTheChaos/
http://thewessens.net/Classr
oomApps/Main/chaosgam
e.html
Explore fractals and their
relevance to natural
patterns

Senior
Observe – see, feel, sense, hear and simply list direct observations without qualifying those
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List materials, design elements and methods used in artworks
How do maths and science and technology inform the artworks in the exhibition
State concepts and ideas that you think informed the artworks
List contemporary and past artists who work in similar genres and with similar ideas
How would you respond to themes of transformation, morphing, rewilding and green therapy- list ideas for conceptual
artworks
Analyse some of the processes the artists used in creating this exhibition:
Processes-conceptualising, challenging, researching, enquiring, manipulating, adapting, documenting, evaluating,
interpreting, deconstructing, comparing, analysing, planning, judging and displaying
Can you list artists and artworks that promote a conceptual understanding from a persuasive perspective. Refer to
artists, artworks and audiences from different cultures
Can you list green engineering solutions to some environmental problems in our region or state?
Define regeneration of
-self
-community
-farmland
-urban space
-soil
Do you think rewilding can improve our planet?

Tour Venues
uWalter

Reid Gallery, Rockhampton 1st
April 2022-10th April 2022
uGladstone

Regional Art Gallery and
Museum, Gladstone, 25th June-6th
August 2022
uBenevolent

Home Gallery,
Rockhampton, 1st December 2022-28th
February 2023
uGrasslands

Gallery, Tambo, 1st
November 2022-14th December 2022
uBauhinia

Bicentennial Gallery,
Springsure 1st May-16th June 2023
uGatakers

Artspace, Maryborough, 12th
January-25th February 2024
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Glossary of Terms
Green
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The colour green generates the smallest electric signals in the retina and cortex resulting in a calming effect on the mind. The colour green and using only one colour provides
relief from high visual stimulation.
Hybrid
A hybrid is an animal or plant that has been bred from two different species of animal or plant.
Hybrid Space (urban/architectural/landscape)
hybrid spaces are multifunctional architectural and landscape spaces/places, having a spatial connectivity with adjacent areas. Hybrid spaces are very important for the
economy of a city, as they are development drivers to the cutting edge of spatial, social and public changes.
Light Therapy
During light therapy, you sit or work near a device called a light therapy box. The box gives off bright light that mimics natural outdoor light.
Morphing
to gradually change, or change someone or something, from one thing to another
Movement Therapy
The aim is to enhance the person’s cognitive, physical, mental and emotional wellbeing. For example using simple yoga poses one can encourage the integration of body, mind and spirit
Tonal vibrationsThe rhythmic pronunciation, voice vibration and toning have a calming effect on the body and the nervous system similar to the effects of meditation; it creates an immediate healing effect on your whole
body. It's one of the fastest, most effective de-stressors . Humming slows down your breathing rate, which automatically slows your heart rate and calms your brain waves. The moment you begin to hum, you
are giving yourself a sonic massage, inside and out, and your brain starts releasing those happy endorphins.

Immersive Art
The immersive exhibition is a specialized exhibition genre in museums, which creates the illusion of time and place by representing key characteristics
of a reference world and by integrating the visitor in this three-dimensionally reconstructed world
Soundscape

Regeneration – an ecological recovery process without human intervention by natural or anthropogenic causes.
Rewilding-Rewilding is a progressive approach to conservation. It's about letting nature take care of itself, enabling natural processes to shape land and sea, repair damaged
ecosystems and restore degraded landscapes.
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Ecological Rehabilitation –the process of re-creation or recovery of a damaged ecosystem by experts to its original structures and functions
Green Engineering – This process deals with human influence on the environment during production processes in cities, industry and agriculture
The idea of green engineering is to create a healthy living environment through the utilization of natural resources wisely and conservatively. It aims to lessen the amount of pollution
that is being generated in a construction site. It is the green engineer’s responsibility to design buildings and landscapes that are focused on the conservation of renewable energy
technologies.
Local example - https://www.cqu.edu.au/research/organisations/coastal-marine-ecosystems-research-centre/research-projects/working-with-nature-investigations-forseawall-designs-in-the-port-of-gladstone

Biophilic Design
Biophilia is defined as the inherent human inclination to affiliate with nature. Biophilic design, an extension of biophilia, incorporates natural materials, natural light, vegetation, nature
views and other experiences of the natural world into the modern built environment.
Forest BathingForest bathing and forest therapy (or shinrin-yoku) broadly means taking in, in all of one's senses, the forest atmosphere. Not simply a walk in the woods, it is the conscious and
contemplative practice of being immersed in the sights, sounds and smells of the forest.

Resource Links
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/the-arts/visual-arts/example-of-knowledge-andskills/
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/p_10/ac_learning_area_overviews_arts.pdf
https://design.tutsplus.com/tutorials/how-to-simulate-fractals-in-photoshop--psd-340
http://www.shodor.com/interactivate/lessons/FractalsAndTheChaos/
http://thewessens.net/ClassroomApps/Main/chaosgame.html
https://theconversation.com/we-can-rewild-swathes-of-australia-by-focusing-on-what-makes-it-unique111749
https://www.cqu.edu.au/research/organisations/coastal-marine-ecosystems-research-centre/researchprojects/working-with-nature-investigations-for-seawall-designs-in-the-port-of-gladstone
https://gci.uq.edu.au/living-building
https://www.dezeen.com/2020/09/16/urban-forest-koichi-takada-architects-plants-high-rise/
http://www.jgarden.org/rothteien/philosophy.htm
https://202020vision.com.au/media/7145/where_are_all_the_trees.pdf
https://nespurban.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/WWATTB_Final-report_24Nov.pdf
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